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Books on Golf from the Arthur W. Schultz Collection
Few sporting activities have produced a more extensive published literature than the game of golf. From biographies and manuals to atlases and novels, golf books have long commanded the fascination of professionals and amateurs alike. Over the past century, the literature of golf in all of its forms and formats has continued to grow as the popularity of the game has increased and as golfers, courses, and tournaments have spread around the world.

While the extent of golf literature is impressive, its growth has been a relatively recent development. A primitive version of golf was played in Scotland as early as the fifteenth century, but only a few scattered references to the beginnings of the game survive in manuscripts, legal documents, and occasional published sources. It was not until the later nineteenth century, with the rapid growth of interest in the game and expansion of courses to accommodate increased participation, that books on golf became a literature in their own right. Golf was a fresh experience, propelled to wider popularity by easy railroad and highway access to courses, reduced costs and improved reliability of golf equipment, substantial increases in leisure time, and a new middle-class obsession with the outdoors and physical fitness. For men and women, college students and children alike, golf was an irresistible new expression of the contemporary age. Along with bicycling, gymnastics, tennis, and other sporting enthusiasms of the late nineteenth century, golf and books about golf rode a sweeping wave of social change into the dramatically reshaped culture of modern times.

"Reading the Greens" takes a new look at this enduring phenomenon, not by studying the lay of the course, the slope of the turf, or the site of the cup, but by examining the rich array of published literature that the game has produced. One of the earliest and most continuously popular of published golf genres, the instructional book, is represented by a large group of texts spanning the decades from Golfing; A Handbook to the Royal and Ancient Game (1887) and The Gist of Golf (1922) to more recent titles such as Golf with Seven Clubs (1956) and Timing Your Golf Swing (1957). The implemenents of the game and the caddies who have carried them from hole to hole claim their specialized books, as do the skills and achievements of the many women who have played the game, among them May Hezlett, an Open Ladies' Champion of the 1890s and author of Ladies' Golf (1907).

Writers like Henry Cotton, in his Golf; Being A Short Treatise for the Use of Young People (1931), urge children to early starts on their stance and swing, while other golfing advisers contribute thoughtful counsel on The Mental Side of Golf (1939) and furnish encouragement to the large audience of amateur players in books such as Grantland Rice and Clare Briggs's The Duffer's Handbook of Golf (1926). The rapid-fire quips of Bob Hope and the droll humor of P.G. Wodehouse provide cheering and welcome comfort to the less-consistent player, while the stories of John Cheever, Ian Fleming, and other novelists offer an intriguing and frequently exciting escape from the fairways into the realm of fiction.

In recent years, the golf course and the famous players who master its challenges have become an increasingly important focus of much golf literature. From Alister Mackenzie's pioneering text on Golf Architecture (1920) to the published work of contemporary designers such as Tom Fazio and Robert Trent Jones, Jr., golf books trace the imaginative reshaping of the natural landscape into the distinctive fairways, roughs, bunkers, and greens of thousands of individual golf courses.
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Club histories and other publications pay tribute to some of the best known of these courses: Chicago's Onwentsia Club, Olympia Fields, and the Chicago Golf Club, the first course in the United States; famous American courses such as The Country Club of suburban Boston; Shinnecock Hills on Long Island, and Pinehurst in North Carolina; and rapidly proliferating golf links spreading from their original home in the British Isles to Western Europe, South Africa, Australia, Japan, and elsewhere around the world. The acknowledged masters of these courses, great players like Jack Nicklaus and Gene Sarazen, Bobby Jones and Arnold Palmer, Patty Berg and Nancy Lopez, have come to personify the popular image of golf in the twentieth century. Books by these and other masters, from "Babe" Didrikson Zaharias's *Championship Golf* (1948) to Gary Player's *395 Golf Lessons* (1972), define the performance standards and set the personal goals of millions of golfers who play the game.

The contemporary fascination with golf has also spurred the popularity of large-format books focusing on the greatest courses and most challenging golf holes in the world, works such as Davy Hoffman's *America's Greatest Golf Courses* (1987) and André-Jean Lafaurie's *Golf: Great Courses of the World* (1991). Lavishly illustrated with double-page color photographs, these books present the game of golf at its most beautiful and most ideal, the early light streaming across clipped grass or hanging over the waters of a still pond, an inviting and beguiling green dreamscape for golfing enthusiasts at any level of skill.

These richly detailed photographs bring the printed page as close as possible to the actual sensations and stimulations of the golf environment; equally important, for fans of golf manuals, novels, histories, biographies, and other species of golf literature, they are a welcome invitation to set the books aside and re-enter the real game with a fresh approach to reading the greens.

Books and other golf materials on display in this exhibition are drawn from the Arthur W. Schultz Golf Collection in the Department of Special Collections, which includes more than 1,600 books on the history of golf presented to the University of Chicago Library by Arthur W. Schultz. Titles in the collection reflect an avid golfer's interest in the historical, social, and technical aspects of the game. Arthur W. Schultz is an alumnus and Life Trustee of the University of Chicago.
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